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I. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR THE
INITIAL POSITION INCLUDING
NON-ADIABATIC CORRECTIONS
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It is evident from Eq. (S1) that ~rSFA depends on the
electron’s initial momentum at the tunnel exit as well as
the temporal evolution of the laser electric field and that
~rSFA and p~⊥ are correlated. This is illustrated in Fig.
3(b).

II. ADDITIONAL ELECTRON MOMENTUM
DISTRIBUTIONS FROM MODIFIED
SEMI-CLASSICAL MODELS

Fig. S1(a) shows the result from a classical two-step
(CTS) simulation that is obtained as for Fig. 2(c) but
here Coulomb interaction after tunneling is neglected.
This leads to an angular distribution that is independent
of pr and that peaks at −90◦ and +90◦ . These directions
coincide with the negative vector potentials that correspond to the peaks of the magnitude of the laser electric
field. Accordingly, for the data shown in Fig. S1(a) the
offset angle αoff is zero for all pr .
In Fig. S1(b) we show the result from our NACTS simulation as in Fig. 2(d) but here we use the initial position
from the TIPIS model (see main text) instead of the initial position from SFA. It is evident from Fig. S1(b)
that the non-adiabatic corrections of the initial position
give rise to significant modifications of the electron momentum distribution. In particular, a fork-like structure
is clearly visible in this distribution for radial electron
momenta with pr > 0.85 a.u. The fork-like structure is
due to the mapping of the elliptically shaped electron
momentum distribution to a cylindrical coordinate system and subsequent normalization. The branch of the
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The initial position ~rSFA can be determined from
strong-field approximation (SFA) [1, 2]. For our nonadiabatic classical two-step (NACTS) simulations, we use
the exact values for ~rSFA as starting points for the classical trajectories.
The initial position can also be approximated as (see
Eq. (15) from Ref. [3]):
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FIG. S1. (a) shows the row-wise normalized electron momentum distribution that is obtained from the CTS model modified by neglecting Coulomb interaction after tunneling. (b)
shows the electron momentum distribution from our NACTS
model modified by taking the initial position from the TIPIS
model. The data is presented in full analogy to Fig. 2.

fork-like structure that belongs to higher angular offsets αoff shows a higher intensity leading to an overall
shift towards higher angular offsets αoff and improving
the agreement with the experiment and the TDSE simulation. In the full NACTS model (see Fig. 2(d)), the
branch that belongs to higher angular offsets αoff shows
an even higher intensity. This leads to higher angular
offsets and shows the correct trend for αoff as a function
of pr that is in agreement with experiment and TDSE
(see Fig. 2(a), 2(b) and 3(a)).

III. THE ANGULAR OFFSET αoff FOR
DIFFERENT KELDYSH PARAMETERS γ

In Fig. S2 we show additional calculations for longer
wavelengths and, hence, smaller Keldysh parameters
compared to the parameters used in the main text. In
the TDSE calculations, the angular offset αoff increases
as a function of the radial momentum pr for all studied
laser parameters. This can be qualitatively reproduced
using the NACTS model. For sufficiently adiabatic conditions (here for a Keldysh parameter of γ = 0.5) the
CTS model with initial positions from TIPIS shows the
correct trend as well. Thus, we find that the increase
of the angular offset αoff as a function of pr , that is ob-
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FIG. S2. The angular offset αoff is extracted from TDSE
simulations (open circles), the NACTS model (dashed lines),
the CTS model (solid lines) and the NACTS model using the
initial position from the CTS model (dashed-dotted lines).
Within the CTS model, the tunnel exit position from TIPIS
is used (see Eq. (1)) as the initial position. The values for
αoff are plotted as a function of the radial momentum pr for
different wavelengths as indicated in the legend. The corresponding Keldysh-parameters γ are also stated. Vertical dotted lines show the absolute value of the vector potential that
corresponds to ionization at the peak of the electric field. The
TDSE simulations are done as for Fig. 3 but without taking
volume averaging into account. We have not done a TDSE
simulation for the Keldysh-parameter γ = 0.5, but we expect
the result to be consistent with the NACTS model. For all
TDSE simulations in Fig. S2, an intensity of 9 · 1013 W/cm2
is used. CEP averaging is done as in the main manuscript.

in good agreement with the NACTS model for γ < 1.
In this parameter region, the momentum change that is
due to the acceleration in the laser field (proportional to
the vector potential) is large compared to the change in
momentum that is due to the influence of the Coulomb
interaction, that the electron experiences on its classical
trajectory. Hence, the momentum distributions are only
weakly influenced by Coulomb interaction. This observation agrees with the findings of the Rutherford-KeldyshModel [4] and the analytical R-Matrix theory [5]. However, for smaller wavelengths (resulting in a smaller magnitude of the vector potential and higher values of γ) the
momentum change that is due to Coulomb interaction is
relevant. In this case, the initial positions strongly affect
the offset angle αoff . In conclusion, the NACTS model
leads to a significant improvement in modelling the correct dependence of the angular offset αoff as a function of
the radial momentum pr as compared to the CTS model.
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